
LOF
FOLD
LML loft  ladder has been designed in order  
to simplify the assembly process as well as  
to ensure maximum safety and comfort 
while operating the ladder.. 

LMLT  LADDER
ING METAL SECTION



Easy operating

Quick installation

Due to the special design of the unlo-
ading mechanism it is not necessary 
to use a locking latch in order  
to secure the closed hatch.

the integrated metal supporting frame 
finishing slats and quick-installation brac-
kets simplify the installation and reduce 
the time of setting the ladder  
in the ceiling

Easy folding

Maximum comfort

Anti-slip steps 

the mechanisms hidden in the handrail 
assists folding and unfolding the ladder, 
allowing full ladder operating  
with a single rod.

in order to ease access to the loft,  
there is installed an additional tread 
on the ladder hatch  decreasing  
the distance between the last  ladder 
tread and the floor of the attic. 

round safety grooves on the treads surface help 
prevent the foot from slipping during climbing  
and descending the ladder
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Easy adjustment of  the ladder’s  
length to the room height

telescopic legs allow for quick adjustment 
of the ladder’s length  to the height of the 

room without the necessity of cutting.

ROBUST STRUCTURE

Safety and comfort

the use of double hinge structure guarantees  
high durability of  the LML ladder. Maximum 

permissible loading is 200kg.

13 cm wide treads and handrail installed  
as standard enhance the safety 

and comfort of use.

Technical specification
maximum loading 

heat transfer coefficient Uladder

ladder width
tread width 

tread length 
distance between the treads 

insulation thickness 

200 kg 
1.1 W/m2K
39 cm
13 cm
35 cm
25 cm
3 cm
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LML Attic ladder dimensions

LML Ladder diagram

www.atticroomdesign.com.my
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LML 

700 x 1300 

Room height  „H” [mm] 3100

Ceiling opening dimensions  („A”sz. x dł.”B”) [mm] 700 x 1300

Box external dimensions („W ”sz. x dł.”L”) [mm] 6860  x 1186

Internal box dimensions („M ”sz. x dł.”N”) [mm] 544 x 1140

Swing space  „R” [mm] 1650

Distance after ladder unfolding „C” [mm] 1270

Box height „K”  [mm] 320

Standard number of treads [units] 14

Ladder parameters

tread 
length 

„E” [mm]

tread 
width

„S” [mm]

distance 
between 
the treads 
„G” [mm]

tread
length 

„E”[mm]
350 80 250

Ladder 
LML


